Martial Arts has been the focal point of Henry M. Hill IV’s life since the age of 13. He started out using martial arts to escape from street life in Richmond, CA. Once reaching adulthood, he joined Black Swords in Oakland, California. This is where he trained with shanai and earned his first spot as an instructor teaching Historical African Martial arts for 4 years, Black Swords for 20 years. He has a working knowledge of Zulu martial arts, Meyer Dusack, Eskrima, and Kendo.

**Classes**

**Khopesh Demo**

Come learn the secret fighting style of the ancients, from the land of the mummies and the pyramids. As taught to you by Deacon, the captain of the airship Vagabonds Dream.

**Zulu Spear**

Ever look at a sword-cane and say its not pointy enough? Sword-canines are cool and all but you know the Spear ruled the battlefield. Well you are in luck, the class on short spear is here. Based on Zulu fighting arts you too can learn to use a Iklwa. The most versatile weapon this side of history and the Steampunk Verse.